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Drug discovery is a complicated and expensive process in the billion dollar range. One way of
making the drug development process more efficient is better information handling, modelling
and visualisation. The majority of todays drugs are small molecules, which interact with
drug targets to cause an effect. Since the 1980s large amounts of compounds have been
systematically tested by robots in so called high-throughput screening. Ligand-based drug
discovery is based on modelling drug molecules. In the field known as Quantitative Structure–
Activity Relationship (QSAR) molecules are described by molecular descriptors which are used
for building mathematical models. Based on these models molecular properties can be predicted
and using the molecular descriptors molecules can be compared for, e.g., similarity. Bioclipse
is a workbench for the life sciences which provides ligand-based tools through a point and click
interface.
The aims of this thesis were to research, and develop new or improved ligand-based methods
and open source software, and to work towards making these tools available for users through
the Bioclipse workbench. To this end, a series of molecular signature studies was done and
various Bioclipse plugins were developed.
An introduction to the field is provided in the thesis summary which is followed by five
research papers. Paper I describes the Bioclipse 2 software and the Bioclipse scripting language.
In Paper II the laboratory information system Brunn for supporting work with dose-response
studies on microtiter plates is described. In Paper III the creation of a molecular fingerprint
based on the molecular signature descriptor is presented and the new fingerprints are evaluated
for target prediction and found to perform on par with industrial standard commercial molecular
fingerprints. In Paper IV the effect of different parameter choices when using the signature
fingerprint together with support vector machines (SVM) using the radial basis function (RBF)
kernel is explored and reasonable default values are found. In Paper V the performance of
SVM based QSAR using large datasets with the molecular signature descriptor is studied, and a
QSAR model based on 1.2 million substances is created and made available from the Bioclipse
workbench.
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Summary in Swedish
Ligandbaserade metoder för datahantering
och modellering
Introduktion
Läkemedelsutveckling är en dyr och komplicerad process som bara
verkar bli alltmer dyr och alltmer komplicerad ju mer tiden går. Ett sätt
att effektivisera läkemedelsutvecklingen är att införa bättre informationshantering, bättre datamodellering och bättre datavisualisering. Den
här avhandlingen handlar om informationshantering och datamodellering, samt om programmet Bioclipse som är ett ramverk för att samla
mjukvara för bland annat läkemedelsutveckling.
Läkemedelsutveckling börjar ofta med att man väljer substanser med lovande egenskaper bland ett stort
antal substanser. Startpunkten är vanligen att man valt
ett så kallat målprotein, till exempel en receptor, och
sedan försöker man hitta en substans som via detta
målprotein har en önskvärd effekt. Detta steg görs ofta
in vitro med robotar (figur 1) som testar egenskaper
på substanser från stora substansbibliotek. Om någon
av de testade substanserna visar sig ha önskvärd effekt
går man vidare och försöker vidareutveckla den funna
substansen.
På 1990-talet hade datorerna blivit så kraftfulla att
man började försöka flytta läkemedelsutvecklingsprocessen in i dem. Ett sätt att med hjälp av datorer hitta
substanser som binder till ett målprotein är att simulera själva bindningsprocessen i datorn. Att simulera Figur 1: En robot som lyfter en
bindningen är dock en beräkningskrävande process och mikrotiterplatta med 384 små
en annan variant är att utgå från att liknande substan- brunnar.
ser tenderar att bete sig på liknande sätt. Då kan man
vii
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Figur 2: Ett exempel på ett enkelt molekylärt fingeravtryck. Varje position i listan av
ettor och nollor symboliserar huruvida en viss substruktur finns i molekylen eller ej.

starta med en känd substans och sedan söka i läkemedelsdatabaser
efter substanser som liknar den kända substansen och på så vis hitta
substanser som borde ha en liknande effekt. Även om en del initialt
säkert hoppades att sådana datorbaserade metoder skulle kunna ersätta våtlaborativa metoder så är det mer rimligt att se dem som ett
komplement.
För att modellera kemisk likhet kan man beskriva substanser med så
kallade molekylära deskriptorer. Molekylära fingeravtryck är en sorts
molekylära deskriptorer som traditionellt sett består av en lista av
ettor eller nollor som anger om en viss fördefinierad substruktur finns
i molekylen eller inte (figur 2). Dessa molekylära deskriptorer kan
användas för att förutsäga molekylära egenskaper (så som exempelvis
om en viss substans binder till ett målprotein) genom att man bygger
prediktionsmodeller med så kallade maskininlärningsmetoder.
Bioclipse är en programplattform som tillhandahåller ligandbaserade verktyg genom ett peka och klicka-gränssnitt. Den första versionen släpptes under 2005 och tillhandahöll bland annat 2D och
3D-visualisering av molekylära strukturer och andra allmänna keminformatikfunktioner. Bioclipse bygger på en flexibel arkitektur där olika
komponenter kan bidra med olika funktioner.
De övergripande målen med denna avhandling var att utveckla nya
eller förbättrade ligandbaserade metoder och programvara med öppen
källkod, samt att göra dessa verktyg tillgängliga som komponenter i
Bioclipse. Öppen källkod innebär att man låter källkoden för ett program vara fritt tillgänglig för hela världen. En fördel hos vetenskapliga
program med öppen källkod är då att vem som helst med tillräcklig
kunskap kan kontrollera om de resultat som genereras är korrekta eller
beror på felaktigheter i programmet.
viii
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Figur 3: En dos-responskurva. Effekten ökar när koncentrationen ökas. EC50 är den
koncentration som motsvarar 50 % av maximal effekt.

Resultat
Bioclipse skrevs om fullständigt inför version 2 för att få en version
med bättre stöd för skriptning. Programkoden delades upp i separata
enheter som enklare kan underhållas och testas. Utifrån dessa enheter
skapades sedan ett skriptspråk för Bioclipse. Bioclipse 2 försågs också
med en tabell för molekylvisualisering som stöder gigabytestora filer
med molekylsamlingar.
Brunn utvecklades som ett laboratorieinformationssystem (LIS) som
stödjer dos-responsstudier på mikrotiterplattor. Projektet gjordes för
en cancerläkemedelsanalys vid universitetssjukhuset i Uppsala. Befintliga lösningar var antingen Excel-filer eller ett kommersielt LIS. Excel-filslösningen blev svårarbetad och det var svårt att sammanställa gamla resultat. Det kommersiella LIS systemet var svårhanterligt
och ett skräddarsytt systemet behövdes. Det konstruerade systemet,
Brunn, kan hantera data från analyser på mikrotiterplattor, skapa dosresponskurvor och beräkna (& ק-värden (figur 3) genom ett peka och
klicka-gränssnitt och alla resultat lagras i en databas så att de kan nås
för framtida forskningsprojekt.
För att förbättra likhetssökning bland kemiska ämnen skapades molekylära fingeravtryck baserade på den molekylära signaturdeskriptorn.
Utvärdering av de molekylära fingeravtrycken gjordes genom jämförelse
med några tidigare använda molekylära fingeravtryck med avseende
på förmågan att prediktera bindning till målproteiner. Detta gjordes
med en enkel maskininlärningsalgoritm på en stor datamängd från
ChEMBL-databasen. De molekylära signaturfingeravtrycken består av
atomsignaturer representerade av siffror för atomerna i molekylen, och
en signaturhöjdsparameter bestämmer avståndet (dvs antal atomer)
från den centrala atomen som skall ingå i varje atomsignatur. Koden
ix

Figur 4: Bioclipse med en molekylvisualisering öppen. Nere i vänstra hörnet visas
prediktioner av molekylära egenskaper.

för att skapa de molekylära signaturfingeravtrycken gjordes publikt
tillgänglig via Chemistry Development Kit (CDK). De nya molekylära
fingeravtrycken presterade lika bra som branchstandarden ECFP6 från
den kommersiella programvaran Pipeline Pilot.
En mer avancerad maskininlärningsmetod som har gett bra resultat är
Support Vector Machines (SVM) med en så kallad Radial Basis Function
(RBF)-kärna. SVM med RBF är en beräkningsintensiv metod som har
två parametrar (¦ och FRVW) som måste justeras. Då mer information
visserligen borde ge bättre resultat men även leder till längre körtider
så är det relevant att välja en lagom signaturhöjd. En studie gjordes där
många olika varianter av dessa parametrar testades, vilket resulterade i
en uppsättning av optimala startvärden. Resultaten kan användas vid
framtida modellering för att minska beräkningskostnaderna.
Slutligen undersöktes hur pass stora datamängder som var rimliga
att använda för att bygga en prediktor för en molekylär egenskap med
hjälp av SVM. Dels testades SVM med RBF kärna från programvaran
³ SVM och dels linjär SVM från den nyare programvaran LIBLINEAR,
som är enklare och snabbare men som inte nödvändigtvis presterar lika
bra. Det visade sig att LIBLINEAR var mycket snabbare och presterade
ungefär lika bra som ³ SVM. Då LIBLINEAR var så mycket snabbare så
kunde vi använda mer data och ändå genomföra modelleringen inom
rimlig tid. Den ökade datamängden gjorde att modellens noggrannhet
blev bättre än det bästa vi kunde generera med ³ SVM. De resulterande
prediktorerna gjordes publikt tillgängliga från Bioclipse (figur 4).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis touches upon a number of different fields
and methods related to drug discovery. I will in this
chapter give brief introductions to the different fields
and present the building blocks needed for understanding the remaining chapters and the individual papers.
I will introduce drug discovery, high throughput screening, informatics, cheminformatics, open source software,
and finally, I will describe version 1 of the open source
software project named Bioclipse.

1.1 Drug discovery
Drug discovery, i.e., the discovery of new medications,
is often associated with big corporations and long timeframes. Often, medications consist of small drug like
molecules but comprise also so-called biologics, which
are larger molecules such as antibodies that can be used
as medicines. The classical drug discovery process, of
which an overview is shown in Figure 1.1, begins with
a drugable target and, hopefully, ends with the launch
of a new drug.
Probably less than  targets are covered by therapeutic drugs [1]. To commence the process based on a
known target is a very common approach. Once a target has been selected, the next step typically consists
of identifying a lead compound that affects this target
in some way. This lead compound forms a base to be
built on and optimised in the making of the final drug.

Figure 1.1: An overview of the
classical drug discovery process.
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1. Introduction

Lead identification is commonly done by screening chemical libraries
of small molecules against cell samples in vitro and also is increasingly
complemented by screening computer representations of molecules
virtually in computers. There are also other approaches such as de novo
design where the substances are designed from scratch [2, 3], drug
re-purposing where a drug found for one disease later is found to be
useful against another [4], and, of course, all the natural substances
from plants and other organisms [5]. Once a promising drug candidate
has been produced by the lead optimisation process, preclinical studies
to determine the safety of the drug candidate takes place, then followed
by multiple clinical studies were the drug candidate is tested, often
first on healthy volunteers and then on patients. Finally, if everything
has gone well, a new drug can be launched. However, many initially
promising candidate drugs gets weeded out at one stage or another in
this process.
Drug discovery is an expensive undertaking in the billion dollar
range, and although the actual estimated average cost of developing a
new drug is not agreed upon [6], the general trend is that drug development cost estimates have increased over time [7]. In other words,
although a lack of consensus exists, our best guess is that drug development is becoming more and more expensive, at least counted per new
drug released on the market. One might think this is because of the
so-called low-hanging-fruit problem, i.e., that all easy to discover drugs
have already been discovered and drugs remaining to be discovered
are much more difficult and hence more expensive to find. However,
Scannell et. al. [8] argues that other explanations are more likely. For
example, they blame it on what they call the “better than the Beatles”
problem, i.e., that all new drugs have to compete against all yesterdays
“star” drugs. Medicines are not outdated per se (well, antibiotics in some
sense seems to be), neither do they go out of fashion. If something
works there is no reason to stop using it just because something new
comes around. Nevertheless, regardless of the reasons, although the
number of new drugs has been somewhat constant over time (taking
into account inflation), the number of new US Food and Drug Administration approved drugs per invested billion US dollar has more or less
halved every  years since the 1950s [8].
Many potential drugs fail in their making, and a major reason is,
so called, Adverse Drug Reaction (ADR). An ADR is “an appreciably
harmful or unpleasant reaction, resulting from an intervention related
to the use of a medicinal product, which predicts hazard from future
administration and warrants prevention or specific treatment, or alteration of the dosage regimen, or withdrawal of the product” [9]. In fact,
it has been argued that ADR s might be as high as the fourth to seventh
2
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most common cause of death in the United States [10]. ADR s have
many causes; one example of an ADR is when a drug interacts with
other targets than what was the original plan. This is called secondary
pharmacology.

High-throughput screening and microplates
The systematic experimental in vitro testing of large number of compounds, or in other words, High-Throughput Screening (HTS) was
established in the 1980s [11]. In industry HTS is mainly used in the
lead identification step and usually a lot of chemical optimisations
remain to be done before a screening hit can be turned into a drug-like
molecule that can be of any potential use [12].
Today microplates with a standardised number of wells are common for laboratory work related to HTS. The first microtiter plate was
made in 1951 in Hungary during the study of a serious influenza epidemic [13]. The methods used at that time were both expensive, time
consuming and unreliable, so the microtiter plate and the equipment
created to work with multiple wells on them in parallel was soon a
success.
During 1967 the first prototype of an automatic titer machine was
shown and so manual microplate handling became less and less common.
In order to facilitate automatic handling of microplates their size was
standardised in 1998 by the Society of BioMolecular Screening [14].
The common plate sizes today are , (Figure 1.2)  and   wells.

Figure 1.2: A microtiter plate
with 96 wells.

Dose response curves and related measures
When a substance is tested over a multitude of concentrations and
the effect of a response of some sort is measured the concentration
corresponding to half of the maximum effect ((& ) קis often used as a
measurement of how effective the drug is with regards to concentration.
Note that effect in this case does not necessarily mean clinical effect,
but just a measurable effect of some kind. The result from such a
dose-response experiment can be plotted in a dose response curve,
as shown in Figure 1.3. As the concentration is increased the effect
3
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Figure 1.3: A dose response
curve. The effect increases
when the concentration is
increased. EC50 is the
concentration that
corresponds to 50 % of the
maximum effect.
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increases. If what is measured is inhibition then the value is often called
half inhibiting concentration, ,& ק, instead. Hence dose response
curves are also used when studying inhibition.
.ѡ , the dissociation constant, is in the simple case where a larger
substance ($%) falls apart into two smaller objects ($  %), a similar
measurement as (& ; ק.ѡ then corresponds to the concentration of $
at which   of $% has fallen apart.
In radio-ligand binding the inhibition constant, .Ѧ , can, for example,
be related to the ,& קvalue when substance $ is inhibiting the binding
of another substance to a receptor by the following equation:
.Ѧ

,&ק
  ӱфӲ
ю؏

usually known as the Cheng-Prusoff equation [15], where >$@ is the
concentration of substance $ and .ѡ is the concentration of substance
>$@ that results in   of the receptor having bound the other substance.
Although ,& קis an assay specific measurement (whereas .Ѧ is not)
more ,& קvalues are reported than .Ѧ , and it has been suggested that
.Ѧ values can be used to further increase an ,& קdataset using a factor
of  to convert between the values [16].

Virtual screening
During the 1990s, an alternative to HTS started to become common [11]. Moving the screening into a computer, so called Virtual
Screening (VS), turned into an interesting alternative as computers
became faster. As HTS normally took place in vitro, VS was said to take
place in silico, as a reference to the silica making up the microchips
in the computers performing the actual screening. The process of VS
can be seen as a process where a big set of substances is reduced to
a smaller set of substances which are more likely to have the soughtafter properties; an enrichment of compounds having the beneficial
properties takes place by removal of compounds likely to be of no use.
4
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Probably, the most classic setting for VS is virtual docking, where the
ligand docking process is simulated in the computer [17].
Another variant is more of a ligand-centred approach based on
the similarity principle, i.e., that similar compounds will likely behave
in a similar way [18]. In the latter approach databases of drug-sized
molecules are searched by chemical similarity with the goal of finding
ligand candidates based on the chemistry of known ligands.
The main benefit of VS is that no compounds have to be purchased
or synthesised, which makes it a both time- and cost-efficient alternative
to HTS [19]. When VS was introduced the expectations were high.
However, VS has so far not proven to be the ultimate replacement
of HTS, which some people had hoped for. Instead, perhaps a more
realistic view is to see it as a complement to other approaches.

1.2 Information systems and informatics
The first electronic computers were, just as the word indicates, constructed to perform computations. However, during the 1960s computers began to be used not only for doing pure computations but also
for handling large sets of data for various administrative purposes; the
computers started to be used for building information systems [20].
These information systems drove the database field forward and also
helped make computers mainstream. In fact, advanced calculations
were not needed by so many people, but administrative data processing
was useful on a much broader front.
Later, around the year 2000, the focus shifted again, this time away
from the development of information systems and onto the usage of
information technology in more general terms. As a consequence, in
Sweden the academic field of administrative data processing changed
name to informatics [20]. However, multiple definitions for the word
“informatics” exist.

۠

The term informatics is currently enveloped in chaos.
Carles P Friedman 2012 [21]

ۡ

The term informatics has been argued to be used casually for almost
any activity that uses a computer [21]. In Europe it has arguably been
used synonymously with computer science but in the US the meaning
has been applied computing [22]. I prefer the, perhaps somewhat
American, definition of informatics: “an interdisciplinary field that is
concerned with the study of the nature of information and technology
with a focus on how people bring them together to produce and manage
information and knowledge” [23]. Also, the term is often used together
5
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with other terms to signify the addition of domain knowledge from a
particular field, e.g., medical informatics, bioinformatics, cheminformatics, etc. pharmaceutical bioinformatics is a field that aims to merge
the cheminformatics and bioinformatics fields, and it also serves as an
aid in the study of all aspects of life processes using computers [24].

Database systems
At the core of most information systems is the data storage or database.
Imagine a simple data storage in the form of a sequential file made up
of entries. For example in a storage of personal information, it stores
for each person their name, address, birth date, and occupation. Such
a storage can be extended by an index (pretty much like an index in a
book) telling at what position a certain entry starts so that the entry
for, e.g., Mary Smith can be found without having to look through the
entire file. However, this is still a sequential data file containing one
kind of entry. When we talk about databases today, we mostly think of
the more advanced constructions termed relational databases.
The relational database is, at least in computer science terms, an old
technology (stemming from the 1970s [25]) which is used for storing
more than one kind of entity, and for storing also the relations between
these entities.

In 1973, Bachman called the
new database user
a mobile navigator. Compare
with the “map”
for the Brunn
data model in Figure 4.4 on page 34

۠

This revolution in thinking is changing the programmer
from a stationary viewer of objects passing before him
in core into a mobile navigator who is able to probe and
traverse a database at will.
Charles W. Bachman 1973 [26]

ۡ

The relational databases are based on so called relational algebra which
describes operations that can be performed on the relational view of
the data. However, it is not this relational algebra that the database
user types when constructing a relational database. Instead he uses a
database specific language on a higher abstraction level. Today Structured Query Language (SQL) is the industry standard language for
interacting with relational databases. SQL allows the database user (often a programmer) to leave it to the system to determine the technical
details of how to store things, and it also allows for handling of multiple
entries without doing iteration [27]. Generally the user of a relational
database interacts with a series of tables much like those in Figure 1.4.
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Person
id

name

address

birth date

Occupation.id

1

Mary Smith

Main street 1

1970-04-17

1

2

John Doe

Highway 2

1972-07-24

1

3

Clara Doe

Highway 2

1995-11-11

2

Occupation

Child
parent.id

child.id

2

3

id
1

title
Secretary

location
Enterprises ltd

2

Student

The University

Figure 1.4: An example of tables in a database. The tables are linked by their id
columns. There are three persons in the database. Clara is the child of John and she
is a student whereas Mary and John are secretaries.

Desktop applications and user interfaces
As computers became mainstream and were used for not only computations, the ways to interact with them began to incorporate the so called
Graphical User Interface (GUI) as a complement to the powerful but
difficult to use command line interface. Windowing systems appeared
together with the mouse and the point-and-click interfaces on top of
something that looked like a virtual desktop inside the computer. Today
desktop applications may already feel a bit like yesterdays news when
web based applications, such as for example Google Drive or “apps”
for smart-phones and surf pads are the new tools in everyone’s hand.
However, still these developments are to a high degree based on old
and proven design concepts. When looking at software for the personal
computer, the classic desktop application still has some benefits over
their web based versions; e.g., it does not need to have an Internet
connection — something that can be very important when working
on corporate secrets — but can nevertheless take advantage of an Internet connection if available. Also the desktop applications, at least
traditionally, tends to have a more responsive user interfaces and a rich
variety of GUI controllers.

1.3 Cheminformatics
Cheminformatics, sometimes known as chemoinformatics or chemical informatics is the field of the use of computer technologies for processing
7
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of chemical data and information [28, 29]. The term “chemoinformatics” was first used as recently as 1998 [30] but the activities incorporated
in the term had been practised in drug industries long before that [31].
Today the term “cheminformatics” seems to have become the favoured
term used for example by the Journal of cheminformatics [32].
Mostly cheminformatics is about chemical structures in one way or
another. Among the future challenges where cheminformatics might
play an important role are:
• To provide efficient in silico tools for predicting Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, Excretion, and Toxicity (ADMET) properties [28].
• To help overcome the stalled drug discovery by efficient in silico
experiments in order to prioritise for in vitro experiments [32].

Molecular descriptors and molecular fingerprints
In the field known as Quantitative Structure–Activity Relationship
(QSAR) [33] molecules are described by measured and calculated
molecular properties, i.e., molecular descriptors, which are used for
building mathematical regression or classification models. Based on
these models molecular properties can be predicted and using the
molecular descriptors molecules can be compared for, e.g., similarity.
QSAR models are based on the similarity principle. A multitude of
molecular descriptors have been developed over the years, and whole
software suites has been created for calculating these descriptors, e.g.,
Dragon software [34]. Figure 1.5 shows an example of some very

Figure 1.5: A few
examples of molecular
descriptors calculated
for paracetamol by
CDK using Bioclipse.

Descriptor
Molecular weight
Number of rotatable bonds
Number of carbon atoms
8

Value
151.06
2
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Figure 1.6: An example of a simple bit fingerprint. Each position in the list of ones
and zeros symbolises whether or not a certain substructure is present in the
molecule.

simple calculated molecular descriptors. Molecular descriptors can be
in the form of a numerical value or for example a character string.
Molecular fingerprints are a sort of molecular descriptor. They
are molecular properties represented as a list of numbers in order
to simplify computerised handling. A simple molecular fingerprint
could be a bit fingerprint based on substructures as the one shown
in Figure 1.6. Here each number is either  or , corresponding to
whether a predefined substructure exists in the molecule or not. In
the most classical setting molecular fingerprints are bit vectors but so
called count fingerprints or “holographic fingerprints” [35] also exists
where the fingerprint instead consists of an integer vector.
A common use case for molecular fingerprints is molecular similarity searching, both in the wide “similar compound” sense and in the
more strict substructure sense. In a substructure search the goal is to
find compounds in a database that contains an exact query structure as
a substructure of their atom graph. When doing substructure searching, merely basing a search on fingerprints will not go all the way to
identifying molecules with a certain substructure but some fingerprints
can be used to at least speed up the search. Because of the way many
molecular fingerprints are constructed, if substance D does not have
at least the same bits set to  as a substance E, then E can not be a
sub-structure of D. With this information at hand such molecules can
be discarded when searching for substructures and fewer substances
remain for a complete, slow graph matching, and thus the search can be
made faster. However, not all fingerprints can be used for optimising
substructure searches in this way.
It can at first sight be difficult to say exactly when a molecular
descriptor can be regarded as a fingerprint. For this thesis the key
9
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Molecular signature
>&@ >&@ >2@
>&@ >&@  >&@ >&@>2@  >2@ >&@
>&@ >&@ >2@  >&@ >&@>2@  >2@ >&@ >&@

Figure 1.7: Signatures of height 0 to 2 for ethanol. Notice that so called implicit
hydrogen atoms are used and that the hydrogen atoms are not included in the
signatures. A molecular signature is made up of atom signatures for all heavy atoms
in the molecule. The height parameter governs, for each atom, how much of its
neighbourhood is to be included in the atom signature. The ethanol molecule is so
small that increasing the signature height beyond height 2 makes no difference.
Figure taken from Paper V.

element will be that a fingerprint is somehow mapped to a list of
distinct and predefined numbers whereas a descriptor can possibly
take a range of values which are difficult or impossible to enumerate.
Figure 1.8 illustrates this by showing an example where the signature
descriptor [36–38] of signature height 0 is used both to construct a bit
fingerprint and a descriptor consisting of an integer list, but first have a
look at Figure 1.7 for a short introduction to the signatures molecular
descriptor and signature heights. In the fingerprint approach the integer
a signature corresponds to is defined upfront. In the descriptor approach
the list of unknown signatures is built up as new signatures are found,
and the signatures then corresponds to an integer according to their
position in that list.
Distance measure – the Tanimoto coefficient
Molecular similarity searching typically aims at finding small molecules
with similar biological activity, and molecular fingerprints are some of
the most popular tools for such similarity searching [39]. Fingerprints
of a certain type are often pre-calculated for all molecules in a library
and for a new query molecule the calculation of the fingerprint for
that query molecule can be made relatively fast. The similarity search
can then be performed by pairwise comparison of which bits in the
fingerprints are set to .
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Fingerprint approach

Descriptor approach

In the fingerprint approach each
atom is hashed into a number
according to a hash function. In
this simple example, according to
the letter position in the alphabet.
For elements represented by more
than one letter we will naïvely
add the values up. This means
that multiple elements may have
the same hash code, a so called
hash collision, as with цѩ and ђ
in the example below.

In the descriptor approach first all
found atom types are ordered in a
list. The order in that list is then
used as numeric representation
for the signatures. This means
that all possible signatures must
be counted before the numeric
representation can be created, at
least if multiple molecules are to
be described separately. However,
there will be no hash collisions in
this approach.

ф ̧ к
х ̧ л
ц ̧ м

Fingerprints

Molecule

Descriptors

ڳ

ы
ё

щ ̧ п
ڳ
ё ̧ кн
ђ ̧ ко

3, 14, 15

ђ

ыђ

1, 2, 3

ڳ

Signatures: [ц], [ё], [ђ]
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ڳ
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ы
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ы

ц

ц

ы
1, 3

ђ

ы ы
Signatures: [ц], [ђ]

щ
3, 6, 15

щ

щ
щ
ђ
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щ
Signatures: [ц], [ђ], [щ], [цѩ]

1, 3, 4, 5
к
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Figure 1.8: The signature descriptor of height 0 consists of the non hydrogen atom
types in the molecule. If we want to create a list of integers describing which
descriptors of height 0 are found in each molecule there are at least two
approaches, here called the fingerprint approach and the descriptor approach.
Note that this is a simple example that deals only with signature height 0 and has a
naïve hash function.
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The Tanimoto coefficient (7Ѡ ) [40] has become the most favoured
measure of fingerprint similarity [39]. 7Ѡ is a symmetrical similarity, i.e.,
comparing fingerprint $ with fingerprint % is equivalent to comparing
fingerprint % with fingerprint $. When comparing fingerprint $ with
fingerprint % the Tanimoto coefficient is defined as:
7Ѡ

F
DEĔF

where D is the number of bits set to  in molecule $, E is the number
of bits set to  in molecule % and F is the number of bits that are set to
 in both molecule $ as well as in molecule %. Note that only bits set
to  are used in the calculation of 7Ѡ . Larger molecules have a tendency
to set more bits and such saturated fingerprints have a tendency to give
higher Tanimoto coefficients [41]. However, unless there is special
reason to avoid the effect of that size-bias, the Tanimoto coefficient is
still the recommended method of choice [42].

1.4 Predicting molecular properties by machine learning
As already mentioned, the hypotheses that similar substances tend to behave in a similar manner makes it possible to use molecular descriptors
for predicting properties of a substance. Machine learning is commonly
used for performing such predictions and consists of the application
of induction algorithms [43]. A model is built and then used to solve
the task at hand. The model is often said to “learn” or to “be trained”.
Machine learning is divided into unsupervised and supervised learning.
In unsupervised learning the goal is to find patterns and associations,
while in supervised learning the goal is to predict a property based on
input data [44]. I will in this thesis mainly concentrate on supervised
learning. The property might be a continuous variable, in which case
the process is called regression or it could be a class label in which case
the process is called classification. In building the model a set of known
data is used, commonly named a training set, from which the model is
created. The model, in some sense, describes the training set. However,
if the model describes specific things in the training set too well then
the model might not generalise well when trying to predict values for a
new substance. This phenomenon is called over-fitting.
It is reasonable to expect that predictions on data points from the
training set will have a tendency to give a better result than a random
data point not in the training data. In order to get an estimate of how
the model will perform on new unseen data a test set with data that
is not used for training is usually created. A slightly different way is
to split the original data into multiple sets, then train and test all the
12
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models. This is called cross validation. The cross validation is said to be
done N-fold, which means that the original data is divided into N parts
and then each one of them are held as a test set separately while the
rest is used as the training set. This means that each data entry is used
both for training and testing, and exactly once for testing.
Many approaches based on different descriptors and machine learnings algorithms have been used for building predictive models. There is
reason to believe that different methods will top-perform on different
problems and that their combined results are worth looking at [45].
However, if a certain combination of machine learning method and
descriptor exists that works sufficiently well on average on a sufficiently
small problem space then that would be very valuable in that it would
greatly simplify the prediction of molecular properties by machine
learning.

K nearest neighbours
An easy approach when trying to predict a property on a new entity H
based on a known training set of entities is to find the most similar entity
in the training set and say that the unknown property for entity H is the
same as for the most similar entity. A somewhat more sophisticated
approach is to instead look not only at the one nearest neighbour but
on N nearest neighbours and draw a conclusion from them, for example
by a voting procedure for classification or a mean value for regression.
This latter approach is called N nearest neighbours. The value of N to
be chosen can, for example, be determined using cross validation.

Support vector machines
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) [46, 47] finds a hyperplane that
separates classes from each other in space. The SVM method has a
tuning parameter & which governs the cost of misclassifying a training
point. Large values of & means that points near the hyperplane becomes
more important which will tend to lead to an over-fit boundary whereas
lower values mean that points further away are included which leads
to a smoother boundary [48].
Linear SVM finds these hyperplanes in the input feature space.
With, so called, kernel functions the feature space can be transformed
into higher dimensions which tends to make it easier to find a good
hyperplane. Probably the most common kernel function to be used
together with SVM is the Radial Basis Function (RBF) which is often
presented as a reasonable first choice, and which has the potential to
also behave like the linear kernel for some parameter set ups [49]. The
RBF kernel has a parameter ¦ which affects it. Although originally
13
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a classification method, SVM has been extended to do regression as
well [48].
A multitude of SVM implementations exist. LIBSVM is one of the
most widely used SVM software libraries [50] and it can be used from
many programming languages. For example, there is a Java implementation, and interfaces for other languages like for example the R package
2RydR which uses LIBSVM. A distributed implementation of SVM is
available through the ³ SVM software which can be used to run SVM
in parallel on a compute cluster. Also a fast implementation of linear
SVM is available through the LIBLINEAR [51] software.

1.5 Open source software and free software
Open source software refers to software in which the source code is
open for the world to view. Often it is made public on the Internet.
Obviously this kind of openness means that not many commercial
software companies go down this path. After all, it is hard to sell
something that is free. Free software refers to the freedom of the user of
the software. The user of free software is free to do whatever they want
with the software; a free software user is free to study, modify and sell
the software for profit among other things. The terms open source and
free software are closely related and sometimes used interchangeably
but they are not the same thing. All free software is open source
software but all open source software can’t be considered to be free
software.

History and background

۠
Figure 1.9: The
GNU-logo.

Sharing of software [...] is as old as computers, just as
sharing of recipes is as old as cooking.
Richard Stallman in “The GNU Project”, originally published in the
book “Open Sources”

ۡ

The first versions of Unix [52] were distributed freely during the seventies but in 1979 it was commercialised [53]. In the first half of
the 1980s Richard Stallman started the free software movement and
launched the GNU’s Not Unix! (GNU) project by publishing the GNU
manifesto [54] where he called for software that were free to be modified and redistributed. The GNU project (Figure 1.9) has since then
produced a lot of software.
During the 1990s the free operating system GNU/Linux appeared.
In the text “The Cathedral and the Bazaar” [55] Raymond made a
strong case for the open source way of software development used in
14
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the Linux project. He compared the more traditional way of software
construction with the way cathedrals are built according to a master
plan, while he presented open source development as a more flexible
approach — more like the way a bazaar is built — where each contributor is free to fix his or her personal problem by rewriting the source
code. The programmers are free to “scratch their own itch”.
Open source according to Raymond is about levering on the knowledge of anyone who is interested. Or in his own words [55]:

۠

The developer who uses only his or her own brain in a
closed project is going to fall behind the developer who
knows how to create an open, evolutionary context in which
feedback exploring the design space, code contributions,
bug-spotting, and other improvements come back from
hundreds (perhaps thousands) of people.
Eric Steven Raymond in “The Cathedral and the Bazaar”

ۡ

Another large open source project is the web browser Firefox which
stems from the Netscape browser which was made open source in
1998 [53]. A decision most probably influenced by the argumentation
by Raymond [56].
In 1999, Franck Hecker, gave a list of ways for how to make profit
on open source software which included the following approaches [57]:
1. Support selling: generate income by selling support, custom
development and similar things.
2. Widget frosting: hardware sellers using open source for driver
and interface code.
3. Sell it, free it: When a product is new and unique it is sold expensively and when it gets old and mainstream it is open sourced to
instead benefit from the increased stability that the community
can bring.
Approach number 3 is based on the assumption that the open source
community will indeed contribute with bug reporting and bug fixing.
This assumption is at least to some degree confirmed by the fact that
a study of the Apache open source project found that the core group
of developers in that project primarily implemented new functionality
whereas the wider development community indeed mainly provided
bug reports and bug fixes [58].
The reasons for participating in open source software projects vary
but some main reasons might include [53]:
15
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1. Altruism: the participator seeks to increase the welfare of others
by producing free software for them.
2. Intrinsic motivation: some programmers are motivated by the
feeling of competence and satisfaction that arise from programming.
3. Community identification: Programmers may identify with an
open source community. Maslow [59] lists belonging and love as
a big human motivator.
4. Personal needs: many open source programs are created by persons who wish to use that software. For example the type setting
system h1s was built by Knuth because of a personal need [60].
5. External rewards: Programmers may participate in open source
projects to learn and for self-marketing purposes.

Open source software in the drug discovery field
Geldenhuys et al. [61] argue that many open source projects for drug
discovery exists, but as they in many cases are difficult to install and
provide poorly written graphical user interfaces, they have not had a
significant impact on the drug discovery field. Open source software
differs from more classic licensing models in a number of ways which
Delano et al. [62] has argued beneficial for drug discovery. Among the
main benefits they list can be mentioned:
1. No black boxes, i.e., all entities can be opened up because the
source code is available, and anyone sufficiently skilled can check
if an unexpected behaviour is correct or due to a bug.
2. Flexibility to tailor-make the system. Since the source code is
available and allowed to be changed it is always possible to tailor
the software for corner-case-behaviour that only a small group of
people is interested in.
3. Availability. Since the software is available on the Internet it can
be obtained right away and quickly tested and evaluated without
big prior investments.
Of course it is important to remember that with classic commercial
software comes monetary income and resources which can be invested
in projects which are less popular for open source programmers to
work with. Linus Torvalds argues that although not a necessity, the
open source development model is mostly suitable for projects where
programmers will be using the software [63]. However, programmers
16
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use a lot of different software and not only software directly related to
programming.

1.6 Bioclipse
During 2005 and 2006 the first versions of an open source software
platform for bioinformatics and cheminformatics termed Bioclipse
(Figure 1.10) was released. Bioclipse is a workbench for the life sciences
with the aim of integrating cheminformatics and bioinformatics into
a single framework with a user friendly interface [64]. It is mainly
targeted at pharmaceutical use cases.
Bioclipse is written in the programming language Java, and made
open source under the Eclipse Public License and allows for any licensing of external plugins. Both open source as well as commercial plugins
are possible. Bioclipse integrates a multitude of life science software, all
heavily specialised on their own thing. Each of these different software
packages is made to work inside Bioclipse and each one contribute their
special features, and together they make up the Bioclipse framework.
For a list of the main features, see Table 1.1.
Plugin architecture and user interface
From the start Bioclipse was based on the Eclipse rich client platform
and benefited from its OSGi-based (historically: Open Services Gateway initiative) plugin architecture. The OSGi framework provides
functionality for extending the framework with plugins including version handling. Since Bioclipse, to a high degree, is about integrating
disparate software projects, written by different people with different
goals, the importance of the plugin framework should not be underestimated.
Eclipse provides Bioclipse with the basic User Interface (UI) which
makes up the Bioclipse workbench. In the Java world, where programs
are platform-independent and should be runnable on multiple operating
system, e.g., Windows, Mac and Unix, a couple of different approaches
can be found when it comes to the UI. One is to create generic graphical
components in Java. Then the program will look the same on all
operating systems but it will not look and “feel” like the rest of the
operating system. This approach has the risk of leading to a software
that the user think doesn’t “feel right”. Another approach is to use the
native components, but then separate UI code needs to be maintained
for each supported operating systems windowing systems. This is the
approach taken by the Standard Widget Toolkit (SWT) used for the
UI in Eclipse and hence by the Bioclipse workbench. This means that
17

Figure 1.10: The
Bioclipse logo.
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Table 1.1: The main features of the Bioclipse 1 series.

Feature

Comments

General
cheminformatics

General cheminformatics functionality provided by CDK [65, 66].

3D visualisation

Visualisation of 3D structures provided by
Jmol [67, 68] and also Jmol-scripting.

2D visualisation

Visualisation of 2D molecular structures provided by JChemPaint [69].

Bioinformatics

Basic bioinformatics functionality provided by
Biojava [70].

Web services

Downloading of entries from various biological
databases provided through the WSDbfetch
web service [71].

Spectrum analysis

Visualisation of spectrum.

JavaScript

Access to the JavaScript programming language from within Bioclipse provided by the
Mozilla Rhino engine [72]

RSS viewer

Rich Site Summary (RSS) viewer providing
special functionality for the viewing of chemical entities.

in Windows the Bioclipse workbench looks like any other Windows
program and on a Mac it looks and behaves like a Mac program. Plugins
however are not forced to use SWT meaning that some parts of Bioclipse
might have a different look and feel.
Difficult to extend
The last release of the Bioclipse 1.x series was done in December 2007.
Bioclipse had become a bit of a patch-work and the general feeling
was that making new features interact with what was already there had
become more and more complicated. It seemed that all parts were
entangled with each other and when something new was added something seemingly unrelated could break down. Some sort of clean-up
was needed and the Bioclipse 2 project was started.
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Chapter 2
Aims
Drug development is a complex process that is becoming more and
more expensive. There is a need to make drug development more efficient. One way to do this is to enable better decisions in the preclinical
phase of the drug development so that better drug leads are prioritised
to move down the drug discovery pathway. The foundation for better
decisions is improved information management and standardisation,
more accurate modelling tools and well-structured visualisation tools
for summarising information and data. The papers in this thesis are
focused on improving decision making in the preclinical phase.
Paper I describes the Bioclipse 2 workbench, a system for managing, analysing, and visualising chemical and biological data. Paper II
describes the Brunn software, a laboratory information system for working with dose-response studies on microtiter plates. Papers III and IV
describe methods for improving the use of molecular signatures for
QSAR and for making them practically applicable. Paper V describes
the development of QSAR models based on a large dataset with the
methods developed in Papers II and III. The QSAR models developed
in Paper V were made available in Bioclipse. Overall the work in this
thesis lead to plugins in Bioclipse which can communicate and leverage
each other (Figure 2.1).

Overall aims
• To research, and develop new or improved ligand based methods
and open-source software for pharmaceutical bioinformatics, and
• to work towards making these tools available for users through
the Bioclipse workbench.
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Figure 2.1: Overview showing how the papers in this thesis fit together. The pieces
of the puzzle are Bioclipse components and the clouds are results and concepts
used for making the Bioclipse components.

Specific aims
Paper I
• To make a better Bioclipse with full support for scriptability in
order to simplify automation and integration.

Paper II
• To construct an easy to manage laboratory information system
for dose-response studies and to provide a database to support
future research.

Paper III
• To create an open-source fingerprint-based on the signature descriptor to get better similarity searching and to evaluate the
fingerprint by comparing it with some other commonly used
fingerprints with regards to performance in target prediction.
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Paper IV
• To study the effect of different choices of parameter values when
using the signatures fingerprint with support vector machines
using the radial basis function kernel and to give suggestions for
default values for the tested parameters.

Paper V
• To build models on a large training set for a molecular property
tabulated in the ChEMBL database, to evaluate the trade-off
between training dataset size and model performance and finally
to make the produced model publicly available through Bioclipse.
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Chapter 3
Materials and methods
3.1 Software development and integration
In Paper I a complete rewrite of the Bioclipse framework is described.
Although the mere action of making such a rewrite might seem like a
failure, it should not be viewed in that way. In fact, Brooks goes as far
as to say that: “You will do that” and suggests that a good development
method is to: “plan to throw one away” [73].
In making the different software incorporated into Bioclipse 2 work
together we used an adapter approach. An adapter is normally something that sits in between two things and facilitates or enables their interaction. In every-day-life we often come into contact with adapters when
coupling electronic equipment together. In Bioclipse these adapters
encapsulate the foreign software in standardised shells and thus shows
only parts that is known by the Bioclipse framework to the rest of
the framework. We call these adapters manager objects and had them
encapsulating all the control code. The encapsulated control code is
often completely different libraries written by other programmers who
did not have their usage inside Bioclipse in their minds when writing it.
The manager objects make up separate entities that can be separately
managed and unit tested. In unit testing each part of a software is tested
separately and preferably continuously during development [74]. Continuous unit testing was used when building Brunn which is presented
in Paper II.
The manager objects were then injected into a scripting environment so that expert-users can access all the functionality of the framework through scripting, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The idea here is
that the scripting expert-user would call the same code on the managers as the graphical user interface was calling when it was clicked
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Figure 3.1: In Bioclipse 2 the same manager code was made reachable from both
the graphical user interface and the scripting language. (The figure is taken from
Spjuth and Alvarsson 2009 [75] and licensed under the Creative Commons
Attribution 3.0 License.)

on. This made development of the scripting components a part of the
development of the GUI components.

3.2 Datasets
A dataset from ChEMBL for time-based validation
In Paper III a dataset was extracted from the ChEMBL [76–78] database
and set up for time-based validation so that we could evaluate how
well “new” chemistry can be predicted based on “old” chemistry. This
simulates how QSAR models are used in real drug discovery projects
in that the model is built using “old” known chemistry and then used
to predict “new”, unknown chemistry. ChEMBL is an open database
with curated data for small, bioactive drug-like molecules. The dataset
was extracted from ChEMBL, filtered based on a set of filtering criteria
and then split into training and test set based on date of addition to the
database. The training set consisted of molecules added before 2011
and the test set of molecules were those added during 2011. Data
for  different targets were extracted and the data were handled as
 datasets, each one for different targets. For details on the filtering
criteria see Paper III.
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Small datasets for parameter benchmarking
In Paper IV, when we wanted to benchmark the parameter variation
in signature fingerprints together with support vector machines, the
large datasets from Paper III would have been too big to work with.
We used a series of relatively small datasets, which had previously
been used for benchmarking purposes by some of the co-authors of
Paper IV [79]. These datasets span a wide range of use cases, which
was important since we wanted to see if generalisations in parameter
value choices could be done. The datasets cover various types of data,
like cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitors, toxicology data, mutagenicity data
and human tumour cell-line screening data. For more details on the
datasets, see Paper IV.

Molecular property dataset extracted from ChEMBL
For Paper V we again looked into the ChEMBL database for our dataset.
We wanted to test model building with large datasets and ChEMBL
contained calculated molecular properties for a very large number of
molecules, so we accordingly extracted a dataset of substances with
ACD s LogD calculated from the ChEMBL database version 17. LogP is
the partition coefficient, which is a measurement of hydrophobic or
hydrophilic a substance is, and LogD is LogP for a specific pH, in this
case pH=. We found a total of    substances with the LogD
property calculated.

3.3 Calculations and statistical methods
Plate based statistics
In Paper II, it is explained how Brunn is used for calculating the following statistics:
• Survival index (6, ), corresponds to the percentage of surviving
cells in a well. The 6,  for well L is calculated as:
6, 

 k

[Ѧ Ĕ E
FĔE

where [Ѧ is the measured measured number of surviving cells for
the well, E is the average for the blank wells and F is the average
for the control wells.
• Coefficient of variation &9 , is a distribution measurement.
The &9  for the values ; for some wells of interest is calculated
according to:
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&9 

 k

VWGHY ;
;

where VWGHY Ų is the standard deviation and ; is the average for
the wells ;.
• =-scores are used for identifying results that stand out from the
rest of the results on a plate from high throughput screening.
Results with high deviation from the mean might later turn out
to be hits. The =-score for well L is calculated according to: [80]
=Ѧ

[Ѧ Ĕ [
6

where [Ѧ is the measured value for the well, [ is the mean of all
sample values on the plate and 6 is the standard deviation of all
these sample values.

Evaluation of binary classifiers

Table 3.1:
Contingency table
for binary
classification.
Actual values versus
predicted values.
Predicted

Actual

3 1
3 73 )3
1 )1 7 1

A binary classifier divides a set of entities into two classes. The classification of an entity made by such a classifier can be either true (7 ) or
false ()), i.e., correct or not correct, and the actual value of the entity
can be either positive (3) or negative (1). Thus, four different cases
exist: the classification being a true positive (7 3), false positive ()3),
true negative (7 1) or a false negative ()1) prediction. This can be
visualised in a contingency table, as shown in Table 3.1.
From these classification values, other measures are often defined.
I will here list five measures which are relevant for the work at hand.
The first measure is VHQVLWLYLW\ which corresponds to the proportion of actual positives that are predicted as positives. The second is
VSHFLILFLW\ which corresponds to the proportion of actual negatives
that are predicted as negatives:
VHQVLWLYLW\

73
7 3  )1

VSHFLILFLW\

71
7 1  )3

High values for these measures generally corresponds to good classifiers.
If, for example, every positive entity is predicted as positive then
VHQVLWLYLW\ will be , but that is of course true if also all the negative
entities are predicted as positive as well. This is not a very good
classifier of course, as in this case the VSHFLILFLW\ will be . Thus, if
either VHQVLWLYLW\ or VSHFLILFLW\ is used when a classifier is evaluated,
it is necessary that the other be taken into account as well.
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Figure 3.2: A receiver operating
characteristic curve. The area under
the curve is here referred to as AUC.

VHQVLWLYLW\

к

AUC

й̡о

й
й

й̡о

к

 Ĕ VSHFLILFLW\
The next two measurements are SRVLWLYH SUHGLFWLYH YDOXH (339)
and QHJDWLYH SUHGLFWLYH YDOXH (139) which corresponds to the proportion of positive and negative predictions which are correct, respectively [81]:
71
73
139
339
7 3  )3
7 1  )1
These predictive values depend on the SUHYDOHQFH, i.e., the proportion
of positive entities in the population they are sampled from. That
means that in order to use 339 and 139 a SUHYDOHQFH has to be chosen
and if the SUHYDOHQFH of the population is unknown this is problematic.
However, VHQVLWLYLW\ and VSHFLILFLW\ can still be used [82].
Finally there is DFFXUDF\, which corresponds to proportion of correct classifications:
73  71
DFFXUDF\
31
where 3 is the number of positives and 1 is the number of negatives.
The DFFXUDF\ measurement is a simple way of evaluating binary classifiers.
Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
Quite commonly binary classifiers are constructed by first producing a
score between  and  corresponding to some sort of estimate of the
probability of an entity being positive. In order to determine which
entities in fact are to be predicted as positive, a cut-off needs to be
determined. E.g., if the score is higher than  it could be regarded as
a prediction that the entity is positive. However, the determination
of this cut-off threshold can be difficult to do and it often depends
on whether high VSHFLILFLW\ or high VHQVLWLYLW\ is most desired (and
how low a value for the other measurement is acceptable) in a specific
project. Thus, it might be of interest to evaluate a classifier without
having to set this threshold; that is to, sort of, look at an average value
for all possible thresholds. It is also always useful to have one single
value for the performance of a classifier. One such value is derived from
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the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve by calculating the
area underneath it (AUC) [83].
A ROC curve (Figure 3.2) plots the performance of a binary classifier as the threshold used for cut-off is varied. On the vertical axis
the VHQVLWLYLW\ is plotted and on the horizontal axis  Ĕ VSHFLILFLW\
is plotted. The area underneath the curve is usually known as AUC.
Generally, the bigger AUC the better the classifier. An AUC of  corresponds to a random classification, i.e., the diagonal line in Figure 3.2.
For the general problem of evaluating machine learning algorithms
the ROC curve is commonly used for characterisation and AUC is a
recommended measurement for comparison of accuracy [84]. AUC
also has the nice property of corresponding to the probability that a
randomly chosen positive has a higher score than a randomly chosen
negative [85].
Net reclassification improvement
It has been indicated in the literature that the statistical power of AUC
is not always as high as it would be wished for [86], and Net Reclassification Improvement (NRI) has been suggested as a higher power
complement to AUC [87]. The classifier outputs a list of molecules
ranked by their probability to belong to a certain class. Comparison of
performance between two predictors can be done by comparing the
corresponding ranked lists. NRI is based on whether positives (3) and
negatives (1) have moved up or down when comparing two ranked
lists according to:
ѫ

NRI

ѭ
ēѦ Y L Ĕ ēѧ Y M
S
Q

where Y Ų is a movement indicator defined as:
YŲ

ƌ
Ə  for upward movement
 for no movement
ƍ
Ə
ƎĔ for downward movement

where 1 and 3 are sets of negative and positive observations, respectively, Q _1_ is the number of negatives (i.e. the cardinality of N),
S _3_ is the number of positives (i.e. the cardinality of P), and the
variables L and M index the elements in 3 and 1, respectively.

Non-superiority testing
In the field of medicine, randomised blinded controlled trials where
drug effect is evaluated against placebo is considered the golden standard [88]. Such a trial is called a superiority trial and tries to prove
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that a drug has an effect compared to a placebo. This is usually done
by rejecting the null hypothesis (+) that the two treatments have the
same effect based on the observed data (+ Ĭ  ) [89]. However,
when working with fatal diseases, for which a curing treatment is already known, it is problematic to run a trial in which some patients
receive placebo. Perhaps the new drug indeed is cheaper or have less
side effects but it still needs to be shown to have an effect. In this
situation a non-inferiority trial with the aim of showing that the new
drug is not necessarily better than an old tested drug but at least not
worse might be an alternative. This is done by rejecting the null hypothesis that the new drug is worse than the old one with a marginal
0 (+ Ĭ 0 Ĕ  ! , where  is the difference between the old and the
new drug).
In paper IV a similar problem materialised in the problem of choosing a signature height cut-off. Each extra height-level corresponded to
a much bigger footprint with respect to memory usage and execution
time. However, each extra level meant the addition of more information and more information should lead to a better model. Thus, a
margin 0 for how big a difference in model performance that would
be meaningful was decided on and then the height was found by a
series of non-superiority trials where the null hypothesis that the difference between two height levels where bigger than the margin could
be rejected when the sought after height was found (+ Ĭ  ! 0).
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Chapter 4
Results
4.1 Scripting in a workbench for the life sciences
Paper I introduces a fully scriptable open source software for the life
sciences in which the researcher can access the tools needed in the daily
work from a graphical user interface. The paper describes a complete
rewrite of the open source workbench Bioclipse [64] which lead to
version 2 of the workbench, and which was a necessary technical step
to allow the efficient implementations of other aspects of this thesis.
The motivation for this was briefly mentioned above in the problems
inherent to the Bioclipse 1 platform. The major difference in design
for version 2 was the use of the Spring framework [90] for Aspect
Oriented Programming (AOP) and more tangibly the separation of
ff .QrMHQ/ - 7BHi2` - M/ ;2M2`i2 j. +QM7Q`KiBQMb
HBbi 4 Tm#+?2KX/QrMHQ/UTm#+?2KXb2`+?U]>Ao]VVc
Tv``QHB/BM2 4 +/FX7`QKaJAG1aU]*R*L**R]Vc
Ki+?2b 4 +/FX bm#ai`m+im`2Ji+?2b UHBbi - Tv``QHB/BM2 Vc
mBXQT2MUKi+?2b Vc
+4#HHQQMX ;2M2`i2j.+QM7Q`KiBQMb UKi+?2bX;2iUyV- 8Vc
+/FXbp2a.6BH2U]oB`imHf+QM7Xb/7]- +Vc
ff .QrMHQ/ - i`MbHi2 - M/ HB;M b2[m2M+2b
/H 4 #BQrbX[m2`v1J"GU]w89k3d -w89k3N]Vc
T`Qib 4 #BQDpX.LiQS`Qi2BMU/HVc
HM 4 FHB;MrbXHB;MS`Qi2BMbUT`Qib Vc
DbXT`BMiUHMX;2i UyVVc
DbXT`BMiUHMX;2i URVVc

Figure 4.1: The Bioclipse Scripting Language, JavaScript variant. These are the latest
versions of the scripts appearing in Paper I Figure 2 page 64.
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Figure 4.2: Bioclipse 2.0 introduced a molecules table able to open and browse
gigabyte sized files with molecules.

control code into separate classes called managers. The managers were
injected into a JavaScript environment to create what was called the
Bioclipse Scripting Language (BSL) (see Figure 4.1).
Version 2.0 mainly constituted a rewrite of the functionality from
version 1. Bioclipse 2 also contains a rewritten editor for chemical
structures (JChemPaint) and introduced a table for multiple molecular structures (Figure 4.2) that supported browsing of gigabyte sized
molecule collection files.
Scripting in Bioclipse was set up to be accessed interactively through
a console view, or in a more batch-like fashion by running JavaScript
files (for example, written in the JavaScript editor inside Bioclipse).
JavaScript was chosen as the scripting language for Bioclipse 2 but there
is nothing JavaScript-specific about the way the manager objects were
used. In fact Bioclipse scripting console views with the manager objects
injected into other scripting languages were successfully tested at a later
time [91] and was functional in the 2.6 release. In the 2.6.2 version
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of Bioclipse scripting console views for the three scripting languages
JavaScript, Groovy and Python is available in the workbench.

4.2 A laboratory information system for microtiter plates
Laboratory Information Systems (LIS s) are often heavy weight, expensive and complicated to manage. In Paper II a light-weight, open-source
LIS for working with dose-response experiments on microtiter plates
was introduced. It was built for the substance screening taking place in
studies of cytostatica resistance at the division of Clinical Pharmacology
at the Uppsala University Hospital, but includes much of general things
that applies when working with microtiter plates, such as plate layouts,
controls and Excel-like calculation formulæ to compile the results. The
plate layouts specifies which wells should be used for controls, dilution
series, blanks, and so on.
The system, named Brunn, is a LIS with a point and click interface for managing plate layouts and screening data. It can produce
dose response curves and calculate IC ק-values (Figure 4.3) using the
calculation formulæ. The representation of a plate is built up in an iterative process where the layouts and calculation formulæ can be reused.
Brunn automatically performs some calculations, such as coefficient of

Figure 4.3: Paper II introduced the laboratory information system Brunn which
among other things can be used for creating dose-response curves and calculate
IC50 values for dose-response studies with microtiter plates.
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Result
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Figure 4.4: A simplified version of Brunn’s data model. The figure is an adaptation of
Figure 1 in Paper II.

variation for wells marked as controls. Other user-specified calculations
can be entered manually.
The Brunn database ensures that data can be retrieved in a consistent
manner over time. Figure 4.4 shows a simplified version of the Brunn
data model. BSL can be used to retrieve data in a batch-like manner,
or the SQL database can be queried directly. The decision to base
Brunn on Bioclipse meant that the scripting functionality as well as
the reporting framework (based on JasperReports [92]) was already
available.

4.3 Molecular fingerprints based on signatures
In Paper III a chemical fingerprint based on the molecular signatures
descriptor for predicting target binding by N nearest neigbour based on
the Tanimoto distance was evaluated. The open source Java-project
CDK [65, 66] was extended to support count fingerprints and sparse
representations of fingerprints. The new signature fingerprints were
then implemented in CDK and made available from the CDK code
repository which can be found at https://github.com/cdk. A dataset was
extracted from ChEMBL and used for time-based evaluation of the
performance of the signature fingerprint when compared to a few other
fingerprints.
Based on the AUC values together with the higher statistical power
of the NRI values the count signature fingerprint was found to perform
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on par with the industry standard ECFP6 fingerprint generated from
PipeLine Pilot, and with the AstraZeneca in-house fingerprint ECFI
(see Table 4.1). The count signature fingerprint was found to be slightly
more powerful than the bit fingerprint, but it requires more memory
and computation power.
Table 4.1: AUC values and NRI values in comparison to the bit signature fingerprint
for the data from Paper III with 95 % confidence interval in parentheses. Using
Bonferroni corrections the corresponding 0.05 p-value threshold becomes 0.00714
for AUC and 0.0083 for NRI. Tc,1 and Tc,2 refers to two different ways of
generalising the Tanimoto coefficient to count fingerprints. See Paper III for all
details regarding the fingerprints.
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4.4 Effects of parameter variation in signature fingerprint
support vector machine models
In Paper IV we studied the effect of varying the KHLJKW, ¦ and &
parameters when building QSAR models using the signature fingerprints
and SVM. We tested a large number of different ¦ and & values in
logarithmic steps with & from  to  k  קרand ¦ from  k קרڌ
to  and repeatedly found that we got good result with & between 
and  and ¦ between  and . In order to determine a good
combination of heights we, somewhat arbitrarily, decided that a AUC
of  was a relevant difference and using the best combination of &
and ¦ for each set up we started from KHLJKW  and continuously added
one height at a time to the fingerprint until adding another height was
non-superior compared to not adding another height. The results for
this are summarised in Table 4.2. Based on the non-superiority tests in
Table 4.2 for the bit fingerprint it can be concluded that the addition of
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signature height 4 was non-superior to staying at height 3; and for the
count fingerprint the addition of height 3 was non-superior to staying
at height 2. However we did get a significant difference (a positive  
confidence interval) when adding height 3 for the bit fingerprint but
the difference was not large enough to turn up in the non-superiority
test.
In Bioclipse Decision Support [93] a molecule visualisation can
be coloured by the molecular signatures that contribute the most to
the prediction. Since signature KHLJKW  corresponds to just atom
types, colouring the molecule visualisation by that information isn’t
very meaningful; e.g., all atoms of one type would get the same colour.
In our studies we also tried to continuously remove the lowest height
and found that KHLJKW  did not make any relevant contribution to the
performance. This means that when building QSAR models, to be used
by the visualising framework in Bioclipse Decision Support, signature
KHLJKW  can be removed without any problem.
Table 4.2: Wilcox tests from Paper IV performed on the best performing
combination of Р and C with 95 % confidence intervals in parentheses. The
p-values come from the non-superiority Wilcox tests performed on the change in
AUC when another height was added using H0: ДAUC > 0.01.
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4.5 QSAR regression models from large training sets
In Paper V we set out to test how many substances we could use in the
training set when building QSAR regression models using the signature
descriptor and SVM. We tested a distributed RBF kernel based approach
using ³ SVM and a linear SVM approach using LIBLINEAR. In Paper IV
we found a sweet-spot for the values of FRVW and ¦ for classification and
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Figure 4.5: In Paper V Bioclipse DS was extended to support LIBLINEAR models
and two QSAR models for LogD regression were made available from within
Bioclipse. The bottom left view shows the two models’ predictions of LogD values
for the tested molecule.

in Paper V we found a similar sweet-spot for regression. The LIBLINEAR software was (as advertised) dramatically faster than ³ SVM, and it
also showed very similar performance in Root Mean Square Deviation
(RMSD). Bioclipse was extended to handle LIBLINEAR models and two
such models were made available from Bioclipse (see Figure 4.5). One
of these models was based on  thousand molecules and the other one
was based on  million molecules.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
5.1 The power of an open source graphical user interface
combined with a scripting language
Geldenhuys et al. [61] argued in 2006 that much open source software
for drug discovery exist but that it suffers from being difficult to install,
manage and use because of being designed not for Windows systems
but for Unix based platforms, and that much of it comes with bad user
interfaces. Packaging these sort of tools as an easy to install program
with a unified graphical user interface in the way that the Bioclipse
project does should be a step in the right direction. In order to have
these programs communicate with each other Bioclipse has to act as an
integration platform that knows what parameters different software use,
what file format different software need, and how to translate between
these file formats and then run all the different software smoothly.
Such a system promises for great increases in both productivity and
creativity.
It is not always so easy to predict and create an easy to use graphical
workbench for all problems that a user might want to solve. Another
approach often used in the field is, so called, workflow systems, e.g.,
Taverna [94, 95] and Knime [96], in which the researcher puts together
components into a workflow. Each node interacts with data and passes
data on in a data flow. This seems like a very good way of setting up a
standard operation once all the details of each step in that operation is
well known. However, in science it is common to iteratively try different things, and then perhaps take a step back and try something else.
For this situation we believe that a programming language is a better
tool. To provide a programming language from within the graphical
user interface makes it possible to handle many more situations than
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not providing one. This iteratively trying of things is something that the
family of programming languages known as scripting languages are somewhat suited for as many of them provide a command line mode where
code statements can be given one at a time as opposed to the approach
where everything must be first written and then compiled, which is the
case for many other families of programming languages. Even if a user
is not capable of writing their own scripts, maybe someone else can
write them for him or her. Another effect of introducing scripting in
Bioclipse is that it has proven a very pleasant way of development, first
to write a Bioclipse manager and then test-run it from the scripting
environment before building a GUI for it.
It is thus my opinion that the combination of graphical point-andclick interface and scripting which is provided by Bioclipse 2 is a
very powerful, and suiting mix. Today Bioclipse includes for example
QSAR [97], site-of-metabolism prediction [98], a framework for decision support [93], semantic web support [99], and integration with
the statistical programming language R [100]. All of these features
depend on the foundations set in the 2.0 version.
As mentioned before, Brooks [73] claims that the first version of the
software could be thought of as a pilot version and the lessons learned
in building it could be used in building the next version. Brooks then
also warns about the “second-system effect” [101], in that the second
system might be an over-designed beast full of all the things that was
not done in the first system but saved for another day. In some cases
this might have been for a good reason; perhaps the cost of the work
involved simply would be more than the gain of actually having it done.
Maybe we are all doomed to fall into the second-system effect pit and
build a huge over-designed monster when building version 2. Lately it
has been painfully obvious that Bioclipse 2 is laden with dependencies
and a heavy core that makes it hard to integrate into other OSGi based
projects in the field. This integration of Bioclipse components into
other systems is something that we did not have in mind at all when
designing version 2.

5.2 Lessons from a laboratory information system
In 2007 I started work on a laboratory information system for the
division of Clinical Pharmacology at the Uppsala University Hospital
named Brunn. Alternatives available at that time were a hard to manage
commercial LIS and Excel spreadsheets. At that time Brunn was mainly
designed as an easier to use, tailormade system for the scientists. In
2009 Brunn was suggested for use in a clinical setting and work began
to integrate it into a clinical referral system where patient samples are
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analysed. The first clinical referrals answered using Brunn was done
in the beginning of 2015. Brunn is finally at use in the location it was
built for and although I have received inquires about Brunn I do not
know of it being used anywhere else.
Brunn was designed using a bottom up approach which although
it works very well led to a slightly over-designed data model. There
are unused things in the data model that do not add anything that is
currently needed and which should probably have been removed at
some earlier point. Although these extra database tables neither have
positive nor negative effects today they make it more complicated for
a new person to come in and add new functionality to Brunn simply
because they add complexity to the model.
In the beginning there was hope for synergy effects between Bioclipse and Brunn. I learned a lot about how to work with databases in
the Bioclipse setting. However, in the end it turned out that the Brunn
users regard a drug as simply a name and thus are (at least so far) not
very interested in the cheminformatics tools found in Bioclipse. The
Eclipse based GUI was very useful for building the Brunn UI though,
and also the scripting environment from Bioclipse 2 was, at least to
some degree, useful when developing further Brunn components.

5.3 QSAR studies using SVM and molecular signatures
When using the RBF kernel with SVM both the parameters FRVW and ¦
have to be determined. In Paper IV an extensive grid search through
FRVW and ¦ for a group of classification datasets covering a wide number
of use cases was performed. The same sweet spot was repeatedly found,
meaning that when using the signatures descriptor together with RBF
based SVM the full grid search does not seem to be necessary. A slight
difference was noted among the datasets so a grid search around the
sweet spot values might be of value in some cases. In Paper V the
regression case was tested with the result that a very similar sweet spot
seemed to exist for the regression. The best performing FRVW and ¦
combinations for the two models were not the same but neighbouring
grids in the grid searches performed the best and if the grids would have
been placed slightly differently it is reasonable to believe that the same
combination would have turned up. Thus it seems like similar default
values for FRVW and ¦ can be used for both regression and classification
using the signatures descriptor together with an RBF based SVM without
the risk of under-performing too badly.
In Paper V we explored the use of the linear SVM found in the
LIBLINEAR software for SVM based QSAR-modelling based on the
molecular signatures descriptor. For the large data set tested the vastly
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faster approach used in LIBLINEAR made it possible to train a model
using the entire dataset. Although the methods seemed to perform
similarly well for datasets of the same size in our study, a more thorough
study to ascertain that the predictive performance of LIBLINEAR is as
good as RBF SVM on QSAR datasets seems prudent. If that would be
found to be the case there probably is no reason to not use the faster,
but less tested, LIBLINEAR approach also for smaller datasets.

5.4 The problem of evaluating binary QSAR classification
For the field of virtual screening the AUC has been criticised for not
handling the “early recognition” problem, and other measurements such
as BEDROC has been suggested [102]. Although AUC corresponds to
the probability that a randomly chosen positive has a higher score than
a randomly chosen negative, that is just true on the average. When
working with a ranked list of substances in a virtual screening perhaps
only a fixed number of best scoring substances are further evaluated.
Thus the argument in that case is that what is interesting to evaluate is
not performance on average, but performance among the top scorers.
One reason might for example be that the in silico method is used for
choosing a subset of molecules to test experimentally in vitro, and experimental testing comes with higher costs so only the best performers
in silico go on to the in vitro step.
In 2008 Nicholls [85] wrote a text that, among other things, argued
that the importance of “early recognition” is based on an assumed cost
structure that may or may not hold. For example, if it is considered
unthinkable to have a screening method that miss some of the positive
entities then that corresponds to assigning an infinite cost for a )1. If
explicit costs could be assigned for )3, 7 3, )1, and 7 1 then it would be
possible to say whether early recognition was indeed important for the
problem and to know what value to set for the parameter of methods
developed for early recognition determining how much the measurement should focus on the top of the list. Without a cost structure all
the early recognition weight parameter does is to complicate comparisons between studies. Also, the BEDROC measurement depends on
the number of actives and inactives in the study, and the BEDROC
measurement has been observed to be strongly correlated with the
AUC [85]. Thus, for the studies that are described in Paper III the AUC
measurement was used.
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5.5 Visions for the future
It seems that the Bioclipse future might be a version 3 with similar
functionality but redesigned to be easier to use inside other OSGi based
systems. Also a GUI free version of Bioclipse consisting of only the BSL
would be a powerful way to run batchlike cheminformatics operations
on a compute cluster.
The next step on QSAR models in Bioclipse is to produce QSAR
models using conformal prediction and publish those using Bioclipse.
A conformal predictor is a type of confidence predictor; the conformal
predictor does not give a single value but a region which with a specifiable confidence level will cover the correct value [103]. This means
that instead of the user needing to worry about whether the QSAR
model was applicable for the tested substance the model will give a
wide confidence region when unsure and a narrower one when more
sure. A future addition of conformal prediction to ease the interpretation of the results as well makes the future of QSAR in Bioclipse seem
like a bright one.
We have shown that it is possible to build QSAR models based on
 million substances, and that they can be made easily reachable for
users through the Bioclipse workbench. The fact that all this is made
with open-source software means that not only big pharmaceutical
companies can afford it. Providing these kind of tools under and open
source license means that smaller companies and academics can potentially use the tools for producing medicine against less profitable
diseases.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The studies in this thesis have developed new and improved ligand based
methods and open source software for pharmaceutical bioinformatics
and made some of these new tools available through the Bioclipse
workbench. The main conclusions from the papers were:
• The second version of Bioclipse has full support for scripting
using a number of scripting languages.
• A laboratory information system for microtiter plates named
Brunn with a database where results are stored for future research
was constructed as a Bioclipse plugin and is now in use.
• Open source molecular fingerprints were created based on the
signature descriptor and found to perform on par with industrystandard fingerprints for target prediction by nearest neighbour
Tanimoto on binding data extracted from ChEMBL.
• The effect of different parameter values when using our fingerprints together with SVM was studied and height  to , SVM
parameters ¦ from  to  and & from  to  were found
to be a good set of values as they performed well on average.
• The linear SVM implementation in LIBLINEAR software was
found to be perform on par with the RBF SVM in ³ SVM on QSAR
modelling, but vastly faster. In fact, so much faster that larger
training sets could be used which resulted in a model with much
better performance than the best of the models built using ³ SVM.
The obtained models were published in Bioclipse.
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